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Remarkable 
Workplace 
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Mandy Johnson



Dealing with people can often 
feel a bit like this……



So What 
Is Culture?



A recent Deloitte survey showed that 94 percent of leaders 
believed that a strong culture was important to their business 

success. 
But when asked who was responsible for managing culture or 

how they would manage it, most didn’t have a clue.



Culture describes the behaviours that make up 
the general operating norms of your business.



Every business has its own distinct culture, in 
the same way that people have their own 

distinct personalities.
The picture canʼt be displayed.



How Is Culture Expressed?

It’s expressed in daily practices which 
act as a signal

These norms signal to employees 
and others what matters to the 

company or organization.



For instance: 

• Are mistakes allowed? Do people speak up when 
there is a problem or issue?

• Is there good communication or do people find 
things out mostly through gossip and rumour?

• Is it ok for supervisors to yell at employees?

• Do people joke around and have fun at work?



Culture is often unspoken and unwritten.

Often what a 
company declares 
about its culture is 
the exact opposite.



Why Is Culture So Important?

*Management guru Peter Drucker

Because culture eats strategy for breakfast*.



The example of General Motors 

Strategy: To design, build and sell the world's best vehicles. 

Culture:
• A company hyper-focused on costs. 
• Making numbers every quarter was everyone’s sole focus.
• No one took individual responsibility – everyone passed the 

buck.
• No one transmitted bad news – there was a cover-up culture 

because the messengers were always shot.



The Ignition Switch Scandal

• A $2 part in GM’s ignition switch was 
faulty which everyone involved knew in 
both pre and post-release testing but 
no one spoke up about. 

• Reuters found the switch caused at 
least 153 deaths and many crashes. 

• Over 10 million cars were eventually 
recalled and multi-millions paid in 
lawsuits. GM’s reputation was in tatters.



The Rapid 7 Corporate YouTube Channel

The Opposite Also Holds True



Some of Rapid 7’s awards:

Winner: Best Security Company



Q:Is Your Culture An Impediment Or An 
Accelerator Of Your Success?



In Pairs, Share With The Person Beside You:
What Signals Is Your Business 

Currently Sending Out?

Positive?
Negative?



Then Think About:
Who Influences Culture The Most?



What The Leader 
Does Is What 
Everyone Does



Think About Your Own Mindset



Useless Worker OR Minimal Skills Training?



Employee Conflict OR Poor Systems?



Consider How To 
Change Your Culture:

How Can You Get 
People To Do What 

You Want Them To Do?



Here is one method of motivating people:

Microsoft’s CEO Steve Ballmer in 2006



Motivation comes from within. You can’t order 
people to behave the way you want and get 

great results, but you can influence their 
behavior with good cultural practices.



A) Involving the team in creating an 
inspiring plan for the next 12 months.



B) Focus people on positive achievements by 
giving public recognition and celebrating 

success on a regular basis.



C) Give people a voice – the monthly chat. 

When leaders have a monthly chat with team members they can 
share information, solve issues before they become bushfires, and 

confront performance issues head-on.



Remember the culture of any organization 
is shaped by the worst behavior the 

business is willing to tolerate.



These monthly 
chats are also 

helpful in 
uncovering

business risks



Like bullying or sexual harassment.



Other Factors That Impact Culture:

• How big is your 
business?

• How diverse is your 
workforce?

The picture canʼt be displayed.



How can we 
measure a 
successful 
culture?



A) How well your operation fares 
in times of stress



Scenario A: Your Culture Is Robust





Scenario B: Your Culture Is Poor

After all, who would you rather do something for:
Someone you like, or someone you don’t like?



B) Staff Sick Days And Staff Turnover

High levels = poor culture that needs improvement



C) And of course, productivity and 
profitability.



Finally – Always 
Always Be Practical!

Culture is not something fluffy or 
theoretical. 

Don’t be side-tracked into 
bureaucratic policies, rather than 
intelligent practices that lead to 

great business outcomes.



One company owner 
asks another: “Tell me, 

Bill, how come your 
employees are always on 
time in the mornings?”

Bill replies: “Easy. 
30 employees and 20 

parking spaces.”



For more info:

To download free business tools and book chapters, 
read curated articles or subscribe to my monthly 

innovations newsletter, go to: www.mandyjohnson.co

Or connect with me:
Email: mandy@mandyjohnson.co

LinkedIn: www.linkedin/in.mandyjohnsonoz
Twitter: www.twitter.com/mandyjohnsonoz

http://www.mandyjohnson.co/
mailto:mandy@mandyjohnson.co
http://www.linkedin/in.mandyjohnsonoz
http://www.twitter.com/mandyjohnsonoz
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